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Preface

Since the monumental work of John Holland and James Everett, who
published a seven-volume life of James Montgomery at about the
time of his death in 1854 (Memoirs of the Life and Writings of James

Montgomery; henceforth Memoirs), there has been no serious attempt, as
far as I know, to write a biography of one of England’s greatest Christian
hymn-writers. This book seeks to rectify the omission and to present a
popular but serious evaluation of Montgomery’s varied life.

Both James Montgomery and his missionary parents were influenced by
John Cennick, the 18th-century evangelist who had associated with
Whitefield and the Wesleys and had been involved in the Moravian
settlements at Gracehill in the north of Ireland and at Fulneck in what is
now West Yorkshire. Both these settlements played a formative part in the
youth of James Montgomery. The story of John Cennick is told in the
recently published biography, Bold as a Lion: John Cennick, Moravian
Evangelist (Peter Gentry and Paul Taylor; Leicester: Life Publications,
2007).

The Town Hall in Wath-on-Dearne, South Yorkshire, where I worked
for several years, faces Montgomery Road. While I was there, in the early
1950s, there was also an imposing public building named Montgomery
Hall. I showed little interest then in Christians or their hymns, and no one
explained to me the significance of the name Montgomery. When James
Montgomery arrived at Wath-on-Dearne in 1789, this small town was then
little more than a hamlet on the banks of the river Dearne, but it was to
become an important staging-post in the journey of Montgomery’s early
life.

I also worked for a time in the city of Sheffield, which has a famous
Victorian Town Hall, at the side of which, in Surrey Street, stands
Montgomery Hall, now the office of the Sheffield Christian Education
Council and the home of some Montgomery archives. How James
Montgomery came to Wath-on-Dearne and Sheffield is a story of God’s
providential ways, full of interest, drama, highs and lows, victories and
defeats, which led to the unusual ministry that belonged uniquely to James
Montgomery.

Montgomery was a devout Christian gentleman, a man with a
spirituality nurtured in his evangelical Moravian background, a heritage
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of faith to which he returned after a period of wandering in the wilderness
of the secular world. His love of the Scriptures adorns all his well-known
hymns, and his devotion to the Lord Jesus Christ permeated all his work—
especially after his experience of restoration.

He inherited a disposition prone to periods of melancholy and
occasional depression, similar to but not as acute as that experienced by
William Cowper of Olney. As his story unfolds, it will not be difficult to
understand his dark times.

Montgomery was a man who loved people, even those who were not
always sympathetic to his work and ways. Many of his letters shine with a
high regard for people who did not share his views. The affectionate nature
with which he was endowed makes it all the more remarkable that he never
married. There was one occasion when he enigmatically referred to a
‘marriage’, but it is certain that he had no wife.

He was naturally gifted with unusual poetic and musical talents.
Perhaps he fell a little short of the greatest poets, and he was never a
musical genius, but he was remarkably talented for all that. One author
wrote of Montgomery’s hymns that they had ‘an earnestness, a fervour of
piety, and an unmistakable sincerity which goes straight to the heart’.

Montgomery’s foundation doctrines were thoroughly evangelical, as
can be seen from all his Christian writings. He became involved in many
activities which helped to alleviate some of the desperate social problems
of Sheffield, his adopted city, in the 19th century.

The occasion of his funeral in 1854 brought that city to a virtual
standstill. Such was his standing and popularity that he was honoured on
that day by his fellow citizens in a way not previously shown to any other
public figure in the city. A memorial statue was erected at the place of his
burial. This has now been renovated and re-sited at the side of the
Cathedral of St Peter and St Paul. Montgomery would have approved of
the site, if not the idea of a statue. A stained glass window designed by W. F.
Dixon, which is a gift from the Mappin family, adorns the east end of the
sanctuary in the cathedral and is dedicated as a further memorial to James
Montgomery.

This biography of James Montgomery is intended as an introduction to
his life and work. For that reason it has no chapter endnotes. However, a
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bibliography forms an important part of the book and contains some notes
for readers who wish to follow further the Montgomery story. The subtitle
of the book, A Man for all People, was suggested by a phrase used in a
lecture given by Canon Dr George Tolley, Canon Emeritus of Sheffield
Cathedral, in 1999—that Montgomery was ‘a man for all seasons’—and
by the fact that the motto of Sheffield Cathedral is ‘a place for all people’.
My thanks are to them both. William Tyndale (1493–1536) was also
referred to as ‘a man for all seasons’; Montgomery would have approved of
the association!
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